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It is established that a vector (X’, , Xi ,..., XL) has a multivariate normal 
distribution if(i) for each XI the regression on the rest is linear, (ii) the conditional 
distribution of X1 about the regression does not depend on the rest of the 
variables, and (iii) the conditional distribution of X, about the regression does not 
depend on the rest of the variables, provided that the regression coefficients 
satisfy some more conditions that those given by Khatri and Rao [(1976). 
1. Multiwar. Anal. 6 81-941. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work on the characterization of normality through linear regressions for 
independent random (vector) variables (r.v.v.) is given by various authors; 
for example, see Kagan et al. [2], Khatri and Rao [3], and Lukacs and Laha [6], 
and the references given therein. Similar work for the dependent random (vector) 
variables was recently given by Khatri and Rao [4] and Rao [7]. The purpose of 
this paper is to extend the results of [4] to multiple linear regressions for depen- 
dent variables by replacing the conditions of independence for these linear 
functions; these results will serve as extensions of independent random variables 
given in [6, p. 122-1251. Section 2 gives some preliminary results and Section 3 
gives the main results. Among many results established in this paper, one 
important result is that vector variables (Xi ,..., XL) have an m.n.d. (multivariate 
normal distribution) if (i) for each Xi the regression on the rest is linear, (ii) 
the conditional distribution of X, about the regression does not depend on the 
rest of the variables, and (iii) the conditional variance of X, does not depend 
on the rest of the variables provided that the regression coefficients satisfy 
more conditions than those given in [4]. 
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2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We consider some lemmas that are used in the proofs of the main theorems of 
Section 3. The following two lemmas are given in [4]: 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be independent r.v.v.‘s such that E(X + Y 1 Y) = 
a constant vector or E(Y 1 X + Y) = a constant vector. Then, Y is degenerate. 
LEMMA 2. Let A = Atrc, = (Aii) be a matrix with partitions of rows and 
columns and let A(,) = (Aij , i, j = 1, 2 ,..., r) be the principal submatrix framed 
by the jirst r row partitions and the Jirst r column partitions of A. Assume that 
I A( # 0 for r = 1, 2,..., k - 1. Then A admits the decomposition A = TS, 
where T = (Tsj) is lower triangular in partitions with Tii = I - (Ai1 ,..., Ai,i-,) 
A$.,,(A& ,..., A:-&’ being nonsingular for all i = 2, 3,... except possibly for 
i = k (Tkk is singular if j A 1 = 0) and S = (Sij) is upper triangular with Sii = I 
for all i (of appropriate orders). 
LEMMA 3. Let Z and (X, U, , U,) be independently distributed (i.d.) and let Z 
be normally distributed with V(Z) = C. Let Z, = Z + A,X + U, be such that 
E(Z, 1 Z - BIX, U, , U,) = 0, where A, and B, are square matrices satisfying 
the relation AB, = BAl for some matrices A and B. Then AEB’ is positive semi- 
definite (p.s.d.), (Z, BZJ has a joint m.n.d., and (Z, BZ,) and (U,, U,) are id. 
Proof. The given regression will imply 
E(Z + Al X + U, / AZ - ABIX, U, , U,) = 0 
and using AB1 = BA, and A,X + U, = W, the above equation is equivalent to 
E(Z + W I AZ - BW, U, , U,) = 0 
and hence if fi(t) = E exp(it’Z) = exp(i$‘t - &‘Zt) and fi(t, tl , tz) = 
E exp(it’W + it; U, + it&J,) with i = (--I)‘/“, we have for all t, t, , and t2 
[EZ exp(it’AZ)] f,(-Bt, t, , t2) + f,(A’t) Ew 
x exp(-it’BW + it;U, + it;U,) = 0. (2-l) 
Observing 
i E Z exp(it’AZ) = (i p - W’t) f,(A’t) 
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and premultiplying (2.1) by B, then (2.1) is equivalent for all values of t, tl , 
t, as 
-&(-B’t, tl , tJ = (iBp - BZA’t)f,(-B’t, tl , %>, (2.2) 
where 
($,’ = (-&-,g ,..., -&-) if t’ = (tl,t, ,..., tp). 
From (2.2), it is easy to see that 
with 
and hence AXB’ must be positive semidefinite. The integration of (2.2) gives 
f,(-B’t, t, , tJ = g(& , tz) exp(i(B4’t - @‘Bmt) (2.3) 
for all t, t, , and t2 . This shows that BW is normally distributed and BW and 
(U, , U,) are independently distributed. Combining these with the normality of 
Z, Lemma 3 is established. 
LEMMA 4. Let Z and (W, U) be independently distributed such that 
E(Z,IZ-W,U)=O and qz,z; 1 z - w, U) = E, 
where Z, = AZ + (I - A)W, A is a square matrix, and C does not depend on 
Z - W and U. Then, (a) AZ and (I - A)W are normally distributed and (b) 
Z, (I - A)W, and U are independently distributed. 
Proof. (i) If A and I - A are nonsingular, then the given equations imply 
E(Q+VITQ-V,U)=O and E[(Q + V)(Q + V)’ I TQ - V, v] = C, 
(2.4) 
whereQ = AZ, V = (I - A)W, and T = (I - A) A-l. Using 
E[(Q + V)(TQ - V)’ I TQ - V, v] = 0 
683/9/4-9 
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in the second equation of (2.4), we get 
E((Q + V)Q’ I TQ - V, U) = z(I + T’)-l. (2.5) 
Let fi(t) and fi(t, tJ be the characteristic (Ch.) functions of Q and (V, U). 
Then, the first equation of (2.4) and (2.5) give for all real t and t1 , 
(2.6) 
and 
= -TCT’(I + T’)-lf,(T’t)f,(--t, tl). (2.7) 
Since in some neighborhood (nbh) of origin f,(T’ t) f,(---t, tl) # 0, we use 
(2.6) and (2.7) for this nbh and get 
kx,’ Infi(T’t) = -TZT’(I + T’)-l (2.8) 
and its general solution is 
f,(Tt) = exp(-&t’TC(I + T’)-l T’t + it’Tr) P-9) 
valid for some nbh of the origin and Tz(I + T’-l T’ must be positive semi- 
definite. Since (2.9) is an analytic function, so by analytic continuation, (2.9) 
becomes valid for all real t. Using this in (2.6), we have for all real values of t 
and%, 
[-X(1 + T’yT’t + ~Plf,(---t, h) = [-$2(-t, t,,] 
and its general solution is, for all real t and t, , 
f,(--t, tJ = exp(-&%(I + T’)-l T’t + Sr)+(tJ, (2.10) 
where Z(I + T’)-l T’ must be positive semidehite and #(tl) is a function oft, 
only. Thus, (2.9) and (2.10) h s ow that Q and V are normally distributed and 
Q, V, and U are independently distributed. Thus, Lemma 4 is established 
when A and (I - A) are nonsingular. 
(ii) Let us consider the situation when A and I - A are singular matrices. 
Let the distinct eigenvalues of A be h, , h, ,..., h, repeated r1 , r2 ,..., lk times. 
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Since A and I - A are singular matrices, we can take X, = 0 and Aa = 1 without 
any loss of generality. Then, by the Jordan Lemma, we can find a nonsingular 
matrix H such that 
HM-V = A, = diadJI(U, J&b., Jk&.3, 
where Ji(hi) = (fi$‘), /3$’ = h, for-j = I, PC”) ,,,+r equals either 1 or 0 forj = 1,2 ,..., 
ri - 1 and ,5:i,’ = 0 for all other j and I (for example, see Herstein [ 1, p. 2581). 
Let Z, = HZ and W = HW. Then, it is clear that the given conditions are valid 
when Z, W, A, C are replaced by Z, , W, , A,, , and C, = HCH’. Let us partition 
Z, and Wr as Zi = (Zil, , Z;,, , Z&J and Wi = (W;,, , W;,, , W;,,), where 
Ztl) , Zcz) , Zt3) , Wcl) , Wcz) , ad W13) are, respectively, of orders rl x 1, r2 x 1, 
(~a+ **a +rk) x l,r, x 1,~~ x l,and(r,+ *.*+rlc> x l.Then,wecanwrite 
and 
E(Z,* jz* - w*, U) = 0, E(ZZZ,*’ 1 z* - w*, U) = c,, , (2.11) 
E(Ji(UZw - (Irt - J&U W(i) I Z(i) - W(i)) = 0, (2.12) 
where Z* = Z(,) , W* = WC,) , 4, = diag( J&Q,..., J&i,)), Z$ = A,,,Z* + 
(1 - 4u) w*, and C,, is the appropriate submatrix of Z, . Equation (2.11) is 
exactly parallel to the situation considered in (i) above because Aa, and I - &, 
are nonsingular matrices. The two equations in (2.12) are similar and hence 
we shall only consider i = 1. Let the elements be z1 ,..., z,r and wr , w2 ,..., w 
in Z(r) and Wo) . We shall assume without loss of generality E( Jr@,) Z(r)) 2 
ENI - MU Wd = 0. Then 
E(w,, 1 w,, - x,,) = 0 a.s. 
which implies that wrl = 0 a.s. Hence, it follows that 
E(~~~~~+b!$~,~~z~~ 1 z,J = 0 a.s. * bl:)-l,T1zT1 = 0 a.s. 
Using these facts, we get 
E(w,~.-~ 1 wTlel - z7,1) = 0 a.s. wrlel = 0 a.s. 
Continuing this way, we find that J,(h,) Z(r) and W(r) are degenerate. Similarly 
& and [IT, - J&11 W ta,) are degenerate, while A,,,Z(,) and (I - Ac,,) W(a) are 
normally distributed, and Z, W(a) , [I,, - J&Q] Wti) (i = 1, 2), and U are 
independently distributed. Thus, combining these facts, we get the required 
Lemma 4, when both A and I - A is nonsingular. When A is singular and 
I - A is nonsingular, then y2 = 0, while if A is nonsingular and I - A is 
singular, then or = 0. Thus, with minor changes in the proof, we get the 
results for these two situations. 
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Remark 1. Using the above arguments, one can establish the following. 
Let Z and (W, U) be independently distributed such that if Z, = AZ + W, 
E(Z, I z - w, U) = 0, and E(Z,ZA 1 Z-W, U) = C, where C does not 
depend on Z - W and U, and A is a square matrix, then (a) AZ and W are 
normally distributed and (b) Z, W, and U are independently distributed. 
Remark 2. Notice that from the proof of Lemma 4, it can be seen that some 
components of Z(i) and W(a) have non-normal distributions when A and I-A are 
both singular matrices. These nonnormal components of W(a) can depend on U. 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
Now, we are in a position to develop the main theorems and we consider them 
as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let X1 , X, , U, , Us be Y.v.v.‘s and let Z, = A,,X, + A,,X, + 
U, and 2, = AsrX, + AssX, + U, with Aii = I (of suitable orders) for i = 1,2 
be such that 
(i) Z, ad (X2, UI, US) are independently distributed, 
(ii) E(Z, 1 X1, Ui , Us) = 0, and 
(iii) E(Z,Z~!I X, , Ur , Us) = C, 
where I: does not depend on X, , U, , Us. 
Then (4 t&A& 7 A&J h an m.n.d. ana’ (b) (Z, , A,,Z,) und (U, , I 
are independently distributed. 
Proof. Using X, = Z, - A,,X, - U1 in Z, , we have 
J,) 
Zs = A&, + (I - b&J X, + U, - A,,UI 
and 
Taking AlaAs1 = A (a square matrix), A& = X(a) , and U(a) = Us - Aa,U1 
in (ii), we get 
E(AZ1 + (I - A) X(s) + A,&s, I z, - X(z), U(z) P Ud = 0. 
We see that if I - A = B, then 
-WI - BB-) A,&(,) + (I - BB-) AZ, I U(z)] = 0 
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and by Lemma 1 
(I- m-3 A&(z) is a degenerate vector. 
Assuming without loss of generality E(A12U(2)) = 0 = E(1 - A) X(a) = 
E(AZr), and taking 
we can rewrite (ii) and (iii) as 
E(Z,IZi--W,U)=O and ws~ I ZI -W,U)=E1, 
where Z,, = A,,Zs = AZ, + (I - A)W, U = (U, , U,), X, = ArsEA;, , and 
Z, and (W, U) are independently distributed. Now, Lemma 4 shows that 
AZr,(I-A)W,andU are independently distributed and AZ, and (I - A)W 
are normally distributed. This establishes Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, ,..., X, , Ur ,..., Uk be r.v.v.‘s, and let Z, = zkml AjaXa + 
Uf with A$, = I (of suitable orders) for j = 1, 2,..., k be such that 
(i) Z, und (& , & ,..., Xk , U, ,..., uk) are indep?ndently distributed, 
(ii) E(Z$ 1 X1 )...) X&r ) X,+r )...) Xk ) Ur )+..t Uk) = 0 fmj = 2, 3,..., k, 
and 
(iii) E(Z,Z; I Xi , Xs ,..., Xk , U, ,..., Uk) = Z, where E does not depend 
on x, , x, (a.., xk, u1 ,..., uk . 
Let Ati) = (Ajo ; j, a = 1, 2 ,..., i) be non.singular for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, Ack) = A, 
and (& ,..., A,+,)(A&,)(A;, ,..., G-r) = I - Tii for i = 2, 3 ,..., k. If 
Are, Aa und I - Tii (i = 3, 4,..., k) me n~&nguZu~, then (a) (Z, ,.,., Z,) has 
an m.n.d. and (b) (Z, ,..., zk) and (U, ,..., uk) me independently distributed. 
Proof. Under the given conditions, we can use Lemma 2 and write 
A(k) = Td%c) 9 
where Ttk) = (T,, ; j, a = 1, 2 ,..., k) is lower triangular in partitions with 
Tit as defined in the theorem and St,) = (S,, ; j, a = 1, 2,..., k) is upper triangu- 
lar in partitions with Sii = I (with suitable orders). Since A is nonsingular, 
Ttkj is nonsingular. Let us define 
U’ = (u; (‘..) Vi), X’ = (Xi ,..., Xi), Z’ = (2; ,...,Z;), 
W = SX + Ti;cfU, and Z = T(,,W. 
Then, the set (Xi ,..., X,-r , X,,, ,..., Xk ) Ur ,..., U,) can be replaced by the set 
683/9/4-10 
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(WI - SljW, J***T Wj-1 - Sj-l.jwj 9 Wj+l Y.**P Wk 9 U>, and Zj = 
CL=1 Tj,W, . Notice that I - x:1’, T,Swj = Tji is nonsingular for j = 2, 3,..., k 
on account of Ah, being nonsingular. With these notations, (i), (ii), and (iii) 
are equivalent to 
(9’ Zl , (W2 ,..., Wk , U) are independent, 
(ii)’ E(CL=, TjaW, = Zj 1 WI - SpjWj ,... , Wj-1 - S,-,,jWj , Wj+, ,..., 
WK , U) = 0 for j = 2, 3 ,..., k, and 
(iii)’ E(Z,Zi / W, - S12W, , W, ,..., W, , U) = C, 
with AIs = S,, , Tzl = A,, , I - C&i Tj,Stig = T,, , and I - Tjj for j = 2, 
3 ,**a, K being nonsingular. 
Using Theorem 1, (Z, , Z,) has an m.n.d. and (Z, , Z,) and (W, ,..., Wk , U) 
are i.d. Then, using Lemma 3 for j = 3,4 ,..., k successively, we get the required 
result when A is nonsingular. To explain the use of Lemma 3, suppose that 
(Zl ,a**, ZjPl) has an m.n.d. and (Z, ,..., 5-J and (Wj ,..., W,) are i.d. Consider 
~T,kw.IW,-S,jW,,...,W*-,-Sj-,,jW*,Wj+,,...,W,,V =O 
a=1 1 
and since 
Z(jBl) = T(5--1)W(j--1) or 
so 
is normally distributed and the condition can be replaced by 
(Vj - (I - Tji) Wj 2 Wj+l,***, Wk , U>* 
Hence, the above equation (ii)’ is 
and Lemma 3 gives the required result, because Tjj and (I - Tjj) are nonsingular. 
Thus, Theorem 2 is established. 
Note 1. When Ack) is singular in Theorem 2 in such a way that Tkk and 
I - T,, may be singular while A,, , A,, , Tj.j , and I - Tjj (j = 2, 3 ,..., k - 1) 
are nonsingular, then (Z, ,..., ZkPI, (I - Tkk) Z,) has an m.n.d. and (Z, ,..., 
Z,-, , (I - Tk.d Z,), and Wl ,..., U,) are i.d. Here, (I - Tkk) Z, have a singular 
normal distribution. 
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Note 2. Let A = TS in Theorem 2, where T and S are, respectively, lower 
and upper triangular in partitions. Let W = SX + T-U. Then W, = Z, , 
Zj = & TjolW, for j = 2, 3 ,..., K with W, ,..., WI, being independent normals 
with V(WJ = Cj (say). Then, V(5) = T& for j = 2, 3 ,..., K are p.s.d., 
Cov(Z, , Zj) = V(Z,) A:, = A,,V(Z,) f or i # j. Hence, the dispersion matrix of 
Zl , z, ,..‘, Zk is of the form AK where A = (Aij) and K = diag(V(Zi),..., 
V(Z,). Further, the conditional distribution of X given U is m.n. and depends on 
U only through its conditional expectation. 
Note 3. If some of the conditions on the matrix A are not satisfied, then the 
extension may not be possible; for example, let us consider the following situa- 
tions: 
(a) If Rank A,, = number of elements of Z, , rank&) = number of 
elements in Z, , As1 = 0, As1 = 0 = Aa , then Z, and Z, are degenerate 
random vectors while Z, can have arbitrary distribution. 
(b) If A,, = Ai;, then Z, , Z, and (2;) Z, are degenerate random vectors. 
Hence, if A,, = A;: and rank (k) = number of elements of Zs , then Z, , Z, , 
and Z, are degenerate random vectors. 
Thus, it seems that some detailed study is required for various different 
situations for Aij’s, but it becomes much too involved. 
Note 4. In Theorem 2, nonsingularity of Tj3 (j = 2, 3,..., K) can be replaced 
by the nonsingulairty of the individual distributions of Za ,..., Z, . 
Note 5. Let X’ = (Xi ,..., Xi) be random vector variables. Suppose that (i) 
the regression of Xi on the rest is linear (namely, AoX, + ... + Ai,,-1&,_, + 
Ai,i+,Xi+, + ... + AikXk), (ii) the conditional distribution of X1 depends on 
the rest of the variables only through the conditional mean, and (iii) either 
w, I Xl > x3 ,-**, X,) = C with C being independent of X, , X, ,..., XI, , or 
the conditional distribution of X, depends on the rest of the variables only 
through its conditional mean. Assume that A,, and A,, are nonsingular, A = 
(Aii) with Aii = -1 (of appropriate ordets) (Aja ;j, 01 = 1, 2,..., i) = A(i) 
(i = 1,2 ,..., K) are nonsingular, and -(I + T,j) = (Aj, ,..., Aj,j-,) A$,,(j - 1) 
(A;, ,..., Ai-,,J forj = 2, 3 ,..., k are nonsingular. Then, X has an m.n.d. 
Note 6. Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended to random variables defined on 
the more general vector-like Hilbert space Hi (i = 1, 2,..., k). In this case, the 
matrices Aij are repIaced by linear bounded operators Aij and the rank conditions 
are replaced by range conditions similar to those given by Kumar and Pathak [5]. 
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